Standard Plus Toilet Seat
Code: 100305
Price: £33.00 incl. VAT You Save 12%
Date: 11/11/2019
VAT Relief Eligible: Yes
Delivery: £3.95 incl. VAT per order

Our Standard Plus Toilet Seat with improved design comes in a choice of 3 distinctive colours, both provide contrast
alongside the whites of a bathroom or toilet.
Bright contrasting colour; reminds people with cognitive loss of the purpose of the toilet/bathroom
Can help reduce confusion and distress when visiting the toilet
Lowers the chance of "accidents" in the bathroom or around the home
Made from tecnoplast, a high-quality polypropylene that's hard-wearing and easy to clean
The red toilet seat is especially effective in providing orientation for those with dementia.

Sta-Tite Fixings
Sta-Tite fixings work brilliantly to secure the seat and ensure it never comes loose
Easy-lift design allows the seat to be removed in a couple of clicks to facilitate thorough cleaning of all those
hard-to-reach areas
Sta-Tite hinges are also used in airports, football grounds, and other high-usage areas to ensure they withstand the
rigours of regular daily use in hospitals and care homes.

Virtually Unbreakable
Made from Tecnoplast™ material
Superior durability

New & Improved Design
We've now improved our best-selling seat with new machined metal hinges and the fit-and-forget Sta-Tite hinges,
which are guaranteed not to come loose.
Please be aware that many of the "Standard Toilet Seats" sold online for people with dementia will be the previous
design with inferior stability and durability.

Combine with Dementia Signage
Our dementia friendly toilet seats in Red or Blue can be more effective when used in combination with our matching
toilet sign in our Dementia Signage range.
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Options Available
IMAGE

SKU

OPTIONS

PRICE (INCL. VAT)

PRICE
(VAT RELIEF)

100305

Colour :
Red

£33.00

£27.50

100306

Colour :
Blue

£33.00

£27.50

1005295

Colour :
Grey

£33.00

£27.50

How to Order
Orders can be placed securely online at AlzProducts.co.uk - or over the phone with our UK sales team.
Call 024 7642 2224 to place your order or for further information. This product's order code is 100305.

